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Sector: Business Services & Technology

Exploiting Technology Trends
to Accelerate Valuations
The Business Services sector grew at
a robust pace in 2014, which is likely
to continue in 2015 and beyond.
The drivers of this growth, derived
from the same underlying principles
behind outsourcing and
globalization, are propelled by
societal and technology needs. In
particular there are three catalysts
that Dresner Partners follows
enthusiastically, namely mobility,
data management, and research
services. These three are applicable
across all industries and offer
significant opportunities for value
creation to Business Services
providers that embrace the
technology-enablement ethos, which
ultimately drives value to companies
and shareholders.

More specifically, these catalysts are
innovatively used in the Business
Services sector to uncover the latest
trends and prospective, near-term
needs. Strengthening the link
between technology and service
through applied technology, services
organizations deliver knowledge to
the customer at the point-of-delivery
on a cost-effective basis. Wider
adoption of applied technologies
delivers efficiencies and keeps
providers at the point where the
“rubber meets the road.” Value
creation is ultimately captured in
higher valuations and multiples.
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Technology Enabled Business Services Index Performance

Technology-enabled business
services companies have outperformed non-technology
business services companies in
the last three years

Source: S&P CapitalIQ

(1)
(2)

Notes:
(1)
Tech-Enabled Business Services Index Includes: Paychex, TriNet Group, AECOM Technology Corp., Tangoe, DeVry Education
Group, Apollo Education Group, Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp., Intuit, Verint, and NICE Systems
(2)
Non Tech-Enabled Business Services Index Includes: Cenveo, Harte-Hanks, Ennis, and The Standard Register Co.
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Exploiting Technology Trends to Accelerate Valuations (cont.)
In our view, the three key catalysts are as follows:
Mobility – The first catalyst, mobility, refers to the needs of today’s
workforce to perform the job anywhere, whether in the office,
remotely from the road, or telecommuting. Reinforced by the
desire to fully serve the customer, companies have provided
mobile workers with portable, intuitive and easy-to-use
smartphones and tablets which are enabled to access corporate
databases and infrastructure easily and seamlessly at any time.
Examples of companies that utilize mobility include
communications and service providers, as well as related solutions
and services, such as network and mobile device management.
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Data Management – Secondly, data management, or the retrieval and
management of customer, product, corporate, and related
information, is an ever-expanding task that is heavily policed by
the regulatory and compliance environment. Data management
enables the real-time use of sensitive information by applying
knowledge to make services or products better, faster, and more
economical. Companies that deliver data are most easily typified
by the credit reporting companies and certainly extend to
industry-specific data providers, such as employment, payroll
providers and claims processors.
Research Services – The third, research (or information) services, analyzes
the newly-minted data to uncover unmet needs and identify profit
-generating opportunities. By providing direct access to analysis
and knowledge, the savviest category leaders proactively empower
employees to make decisions in real-time that will not only
improve the clients’ experience, but more importantly, further
entrench the end user into the company’s ecosystem. Companies
that deliver analytic tools range widely and include scientific
measurement and operating metrics at the client level. Every
industry uses research and knowledge to improve outcomes and
optimize resources.
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) is an enabler empowering the mobile workforce with information and analytics. By optimizing the process for well
-equipped employees to make the right decision at the right time,
companies are often able to accelerate top-line growth and improve
margins through increased pricing power and customer loyalty. The
resulting enhancements to efficiency, productivity, and profitability
naturally lead to higher multiples and valuations for business service
providers.
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Selected Tech-Enabled Business Services Transactions


As expected, valuation is highly correlated with revenue, profitability and growth considerations. Tech-enabled business
services companies exhibiting historical revenue growth in excess of 10 percent or EBITDA margins in excess of 15%,
achieved the highest valuations.



The following table summarizes select M&A transactions for Business Services and Applied Technology companies,
within the last twelve months.

Notable M&A Transactions (1)

Source: S&P CapitalIQ
Notes:
(1)
Revenue growth % and EBITDA margins are as of each entity’s last respective public filings
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About Dresner Partners
Dresner Partners is a FINRA-registered, middle-market investment bank
headquartered in Chicago, Illinois with offices in New York City, Palo Alto,
Calif., and Richmond, Va. For more than 20 years, Dresner Partners has
provided financial advisory services to middle market companies
throughout the world, including institutional private placements of debt and
equity, merger and acquisitions advisory, financial restructuring & corporate
turnarounds, valuations and strategic consulting services. Dresner Partners
is also a member of IMAP, an exclusive global organization of leading
merger and acquisition advisory firms.

Through our IMAP partnership, Dresner Partners maintains a
well-established network of international offices in over 30 countries.
Thomson Reuters' most recent annual league tables report IMAP advisers
as having completed 179 global transactions, with an aggregate transaction
value of more than $6 billion. Our relationships with global legal and
accounting networks, and multinational private equity groups are extremely
valuable when completing a cross-border transaction. We have people on
the ground with first-hand knowledge of the local cultural and business
environment.

Other Selected Dresner & IMAP Transactions
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